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COVID-19 in Afghanistan
Current state of cases and economic effects in Afghanistan

• Afghanistan reacted rapidly to the crisis with humanitarian responses, following a wave of 

returnees from Iran since the beginning of the year.

• The economy is expected to contract this year by about 3% in real terms, with the crisis having an 

additional impact on strained formal labour market and on the informal economy.

• Critical activities were hit: shopkeepers, service; craftsmen, women-owned businesses

• An estimated 35% of the population experienced food insecurity

• Lower taxes revenues and reduced trade are expecting to widen the fiscal balance to 5%. 

• The EU and IFIs have brought immediate budget support and emergency financing.

Growth projections and IMF revisions
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At a glance
A selection of Afghanistan’s measures to support workers and firms

• Afghanistan has moved quickly to provide support to vulnerable groups and to maintain food security, also 

supported by the development community.  The response for firms came later and is ramping up with IFI support.

• The government has begun a gradual deconfinement process, with the opening of (air and land) trade corridors 

and the gradual lifting of curfews.

Sector specific 
measures

Worker and household 
support

Regulatory changes

Assessment

Government 

crisis response

Extension of filing taxes until July 5 

Waiving electricity bills for 1.5m 

Kabul residents 

Controlling the price of essential 

goods items

Delay of salary/rent/ vendor 

payments

Draft: short-term employment 

programme

Cashless payments; uninterrupted 

services by money service providers

Financial support for firms

Cash-based and in-kind assistance

Fast track financing for affected 

firms (IFC)

Financial support to firms in the 

agribusiness sector

Large corporations providing raw 

materials to SMEs on credit terms

Large-scale investments in 

connectivity projects

Processing and storage facilities for 

agriculture commodities
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At a glance:
Government policies to mitigate Covid-19 in Central Asia

Macroeconomic and prudential 

regulations
Fiscal  measures (for firms)

Monetary policy IFI financing Financial Taxation Overall plan and other measures

Afghanistan

CB injecting funds 

into currency 

market, 

depreciation of 

Afghani

Support received 

from IFIs

Liquidity

support for 

businesses: 

(agribusiness 

sector in 

particular)

Extended 

deadline of 

tax returns/ 

filing

• Plan to spend up to 2% of GDP by the 

end of 2020 for urgent health needs,
• Simplification of business procedures, 

Food supply to vulnerable groups,
• Extensions for payments,
• Enhancing connectivity: roads/ 

hydropower
• …

KAZ Yes Yes Yes Yes

Anti-crisis package (7% of GDP),

Increased subsidised lending and 

guarantees (DAMU)

KGZ Limited Yes Yes
Extensions

/deferrals

2 series of business-support measures 

(approx. 2.5% of GDP)

MN Yes Yes Yes Yes
Anti-crisis package (12% of GDP), 

digitisation, sector-specific policies

TJK Limited Yes No No No

TKM No No No No No

UZB Limited Yes Yes Yes Anti-Crisis Fund of USD 1bn (1.5% of GDP)
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The government may have to provide more direct support to 

maintain household and business consumption and liquidity

Type of support Some key measures in Afghanistan Way forward

Provision of 

eased liquidity 

for firms

• Liquidity support for businesses by 

development partners (eg IFC)

• Extensions for payments, 

including salaries and rent

• Waiving electricity bills for 1.5m 

Kabul residents 

• Financial support to firms in the 

agribusiness sector

• Deadline extension for tax returns 

and filing

• Consider the introduction of state-guaranteed loans

with delayed repayment schedules with the support of 

IFIs and of the Afghan Credit Guarantee Foundation

• Provision of low-interest or interest-free loans 

guaranteed by the Central Bank to MSMEs

• Revenue reliefs: postponement and/or exemption of 

license renewal fees, electricity, rent on State property

• Suspend some business tax payments, social, 

pension and municipal taxes, review of tax incentives

• Consider implementing a gradual tax scheme

allowing informal companies to register easily

(eg. Mexico and its SME preferential taxation regime)

Upscaling of 

healthcare and 

income support 

to informal 

workers 

• Direct cash support to households

during the initial stages of recovery

• Government programme to provide 

food packages to vulnerable 

households

• Waiving electricity bills for 1.5m 

Kabul residents 

• Controlling the price of essential 

goods items

• Specific employment and financial support 

programme for informal workers (eg Morocco)

• Revenue reliefs: utility fees, market taxes/fees, taxes 

affecting movement of remittances 

• Provision of masks and necessary sanitary items

• Financial programmes to support firms could be 

extended to informal companies if ready to register

• Longer term: consider the introduction of a fuller 

universal basic income system
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Focus 1 on digitalisation: India’s digital platform for businesses 

fosters awareness and linkages to weather the effects of the crisis

Functions Activities

Awareness

• Regular updates on government initiatives and services in response to COVID-19 

• Daily reports, information on funding mechanisms, notifications by region, relief efforts and 

innovations, and frequently asked questions

• Provides a toolkit on How To Take your Business Online

Business 

linkages

• Allows businesses to request special provisions and pose questions online

• Brings together relevant actors, in order to offer innovative solutions and to identify and fill 

demand and supply shortages across the country

• Communication tool allows businesses to share best practices amongst each other

• Gives an overview of investment opportunities

Funding 

• Offers a relief fund, which has collected USD 1.27 bn by May 2020

• Gives an overview of investment opportunities as a government-led crowdfunding platform

• Targeted to Indian diaspora (ads in countries with most Indian diaspora)

Sources: OECD, Invest India platform
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Land leasing Contract farming Warehouse receipt financing

What is

it?
A commercial agreement in 

which the user (lesse) acquires 

the right to use the land for a 

certain amount

An agreement between a buyer 

(investor) and farmers, establishing 

conditions for the production (esp. 

quantity) of specific products

Supply-chain financing: the 

warehouse receipt is used as 

collateral for credit provided by 

commercial banks

Benefits + Enhanced investments,

+ economies of scale in the use 

of capital, machines, inputs

+ Income for land owners 

+ Farming professionalization 

Reduction in cost of land for 

industries, without depriving 

farmers from land titles

+ Inputs and services provided to 

the farmers

+ Access to credit

+ Drives technology/ skills update

+ Reduction of price risks for the 

farmer

+ Reduced risks for investor

+ Consistency of product quality

+ Farmers are not forced to sell

after harvest (low prices)

+ Reduces price volatility 

(encourages storage)

+ Enhances farmer’s ability and 

incentives to invest 

+ Reduces distorted incentives 

and subsidies

Case 
studies

In 2016, India has introduced the 

Agricultural Land Leasing Act
to initiate a country-wide reform. 

So far, only implemented in the 

states of Tamilnadu, Rajasthan 

and West Bengal

Contract farming has been 

introduced in 2003 in India under

the supervision of the Agricultural 

Produce Marketing Committees 

(APMCs) which register and 

supervise all contracts

Kyrgyzstan has developed the legal

basis for WRF in 2016, from

regional pilot projects. The 

Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry and banking associations 

support implementation

Focus 2 on supporting the agricultural sector’s growth:

land leasing, contract farming, and warehouse receipt financing

These measures need to be accompanied by administrative reforms, including the modernization and digitization

of land records, the establishment of an independent regulator, and improvements in access to credit and 

insurance
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A number of factors risk exacerbating the 

economic impact of the crisis in Afghanistan
M

o
n

e
ta

ry

• Given Afghanistan’s high dependence on imported food and non-food products, disruption in trade as a 

result of border closures can have a severe impact on domestic inflation.

• The ability of the DAB to help illiquid domestic banks (which mostly run on foreign denominated deposits) 

would be confined by its limited stock of foreign exchange reserves, further reducing credit.

• Across the region non-performing loans are likely to increase following the pandemic.

F
is

c
a
l

• The government will likely need to fund stimulus packages through continuous IFI borrowing and domestic 

revenues, at a time where revenues are falling substantially, and ODA is supposed to reduce.

• The costs of containing COVID-19, coupled with the reduction in the 2020 budget and the drop in national 

revenues are severely squeezing the budget.

• As with other countries in Central Asia, the ability to raise affordable debt is a challenge.

L
a
b

o
u

r

• High levels of economic informality means that the government may encounter difficulty in administering 

support to those that need it.

• Given the country’s expanding labour market (400.000 labour entrants/year and returning migrants), the 

government needs to help firms weather the crisis so that job creation is ensured in the medium term.

G
o

v
e
rn

a
n

c
e

&

a
d

m
in

is
tr

a
ti

o
n • Many governments have looked to use this period as a catalyst of digital transition. Afghanistan’s relatively 

poor digital connectivity may act as a barrier to the wider use of e-services.

• Key policy areas have been devolved to regional governments, which may struggle to cope with increased 

demand and complex service delivery. At the same time, the government has limited reach in some regions.

• The political and security situation can weaken prospects for recovery as confidence remains low. 
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Going forward: addressing longer-term reforms will be essential 

to create lasting conditions for recovery and growth

Priority reform areas Preliminary recommendations

Business 

formalisation

Support private sector growth and income through a larger formal sector

• Provide targeted institutions and strategies for SMEs to focus on priorities

• Develop incentives (tax, skills, finance)

• Improve the quality of services 

• Raise awareness of benefits

Digitalisation of

public services and 

businesses

Unlock the potential of digital services and connectivity

• Create a whole-of-government digital strategy, focusing on mobile connectivity 

• Ensure government consistency across platforms and technologies

• Better address private sector digital needs and priorities

• Continue streamlining and digilisation efforts of licenses and permits

• Consider developing a business platform supporting e-commerce

Access to Finance

Foster productivity of small businesses 

• Expand targeted financing to SMEs (credit guarantees) and specific sectors

• Expand diaspora financing

• Enhance financial literacy

Connectivity

Further increase the country’s integration with Central Asia and the broader region

• Improve transport infrastructure, increase private investment, foster regional integration, 

and trade facilitation

• Improve engagement with neighbors to facilitate Afghanistan’s access regional markets.
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Going forward: public-private dialogue is a key tool to foster

reforms, open dialogue and inform policies

Public-private dialogue (PPD) can be a key

component for post-crisis recovery

 Facilitates investment climate reforms by 

creating momentum, assigning tasks and 

responsibilities, and informing reforms

 Improves diagnosis of main issues faced by 

businesses, and better policy design

 Eases and monitors implementation

 Promotes broad-based cooperation, 

transparency, trust, and good governance

Broad participation Policy topics with PSD impact Lean organisation

• Government: national/regional/local 

• Private sector: national and local 

business associations; informal

associations, SMEs/start-ups

• Civil society representatives, academia

• Donor community

• Immediate economic issues

• Informality

• Trade/ Regional integration/ 

Connectivity

• Investment 

• Secretariat

• Structured and frequent

meetings (agendas, 

action plans)

• Transparent proceedings

• PS inputs (surveys)

Afghanistan and partners have developed

PPD structures that could be leveraged

• Several platforms and initiatives have been 

developed, including PRISEC, NPP for PSD, EU 

Business Council, SME plans, …

• Established PPD structures (PRISEC) could be 

leveraged and membership expanded to 

establish a representative board (with 

business associations, SMEs, foreign investors)

• Dedicated PPD could be set up by sector

Some key success factors

Kazakhstan / Kyrgyzstan’s Foreign Investor Councils, Georgia’s  Private Sector Development 

Advisory Council, UK skill councils, …

Examples
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